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A

t the conclusion
of the September
2020 NAK (virtual)
business meeting (in
which more than 100
Fellows participated)
our NAK President,
Dave Perrin, passed
the President’s gavel
Ron Zernicke
to me. That was a
deeply meaningful moment for me, as I
reflected on the tremendous honor that
you, as Fellows of the NAK, have given
to me. Thank you!
As I review the list1 of the amazing scholars and leaders of our field who were (e.g.,
Clark Hetherington, R. Tait McKenzie, and
Amy Morris Homans) or are NAK Fellows, it
inspires me to serve you and the Academy
as your President. I am eager to contribute,
as best I can to the Academy and its mission and vision, and I promise to serve you
collaboratively and with genuine humility.

At the beginning of my career, one of the
key lessons that was engrained in me was
to be humble and learn from colleagues.
Near the close of this message, I share an
experience I had as a new faculty member,
which helped me to understand the essence
of humility and learning from colleagues.
Service & Synergy
Outgoing Past-President (incoming Historian) for the NAK, Brad Cardinal, wrote an
article2 in which he differentiated service vs.
serve us. Without a doubt, it is the service
ethos that permeates the Academy and
that service energy creates synergies.
Synergy can be defined as the interaction
or cooperation of two or more individuals (or organizations or substances) to
produce a combined effect greater than
the sum of their separate effects.3 NAK
exemplifies synergy at its best. The NAK
Executive Committee, Standing Committees, and Presidential Committees are
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instrumental in the ongoing operations
of the Academy, and I am thankful for the
willingness of Fellows to serve NAK and its
mission. In the past year, I have had the
privilege of collaborating with members of
the NAK Executive Committee, including
the superb leadership provided by our
Past-President Brad Cardinal, President
Dave Perrin, Secretary-Treasurer Al Smith,
Members-at-Large Mindy Millard-Stafford
and Jenny Etnier, and International Fellow
Patricia Vertinsky. Kim Scott, NAK Business Director, continues to be invaluable
to Academy operations through offering
her institutional wisdom and providing
organizational continuity and expertise.
Complementing the actions of the Executive
Committee are the Standing and Presidential Committees. Several members of
these committees recently stepped down
from their duties, and I sincerely thank
them for their distinguished service. One
of my duties as NAK President-Elect was
to recruit new members to the Academy’s
Standing Committees and to ensure that
each of these committees had a full roster of
members and a committee chair. All of the
NAK Standing Committees are in place for
2020-2021, and it was particularly rewarding for me to experience the willingness of
Fellows to volunteer their time and expertise
in service to the Academy. The full roster
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of Standing Committees’ members and
chairs (43 Fellows) can be found on the
NAK website,4 and for brevity, here I only
identify the Standing Committee Chairs:
Awards (Lynda Ransdell), Membership
(Jeff Woods), Documents of Governance
(Dave Perrin), Nomination and Election
of Officers (Melinda Solmon), Memorials
(Jacalyn Lund), and Doctoral Program
Evaluation (Duane Knudson).
Sustainable Growth
Because of a rapid increase in food/beverage and audiovisual meeting costs in tier
1 cities where NAK was holding the annual
meetings, combined with Human Kinetics’
transition away from providing association
management services, NAK realized the
importance and the immediate need to look
for solutions to provide sustainable financial
independence for NAK. To develop such
a plan, then-President-Elect Dave Perrin
spearheaded the Presidential Committee on Financial Sustainability to explore
short- and long-term strategies for financial
viability and sustainability. Emerging from
that Presidential Committee were several
strategies including: (1) increasing revenues
associated with our annual meetings (e.g.,
sponsorships and increasing attendance),
(2) becoming tax-exempt under 501c3 of
the Internal Revenue Code, to establish

a mechanism for philanthropic contributions to NAK (e.g., Legacy Society), and
(3) establishing an arrangement between
NAK and a university to provide support
in terms of space, technology, marketing
and communications, and other functions
to augment Academy functions.
Each of these strategies is being actively
pursued, and viable next steps are emerging. Past-President Perrin has reported
previously on the status and progress on
strategies #2 and #3, and I reported in more
detail in the Spring 2020 Newsletter on the
progress of the Presidential Committee
on NAK@90. President Perrin’s directive
to the NAK@90 Committee was to link the
celebration of the 90th anniversary (September 2021) of NAK conferences with
new ways to support the Academy, boost
attendance at the conference, and generate sponsorships and donations for both
annual meeting(s) and NAK itself. The two
subcommittees (i.e., Conference Attendance
and Sponsorships & Donations) of the
NAK@90 Presidential Committee continue
to develop and implement strategies. In
the next nine months, as we approach the
NAK 2021 conference, both subcommittees will continue their activities to support
the NAK and its conferences. Examples of
the two subcommittees’ activities include:
(1) sending formal, personal invitations
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to Emeriti NAK Fellows and Fellows who
have not attended in the past 3-5 years, (2)
sending invitations to nearby universities/
departments for their related faculty and
administrators to attend the conference, (3)
pursuing corporate sponsor support for NAK
and/or NAK@90, (4) inviting universities and/
or individuals to sponsor tables to honor
new Fellows at the annual banquet (e.g.,
to date, three sponsorships at $1000 each
have been committed), and (5) securing
sponsorships for naming of the scientific
sessions for the 2021 NAK@90 program
(i.e., all six sessions have been named/supported at $3000-$3500/session to honor
either past or current NAK Fellows from an
institution [Big10 Universities, Canadian
Universities, University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, and Auburn University] or
to honor the scholarship and leadership of
individuals [Dr. Elizabeth Roberts—University of Wisconsin, Dr. Daryl Siedentop—The
Ohio State University, and Dr. Lawrence
Locke—University of Massachusetts].

confident in my knowledge and abilities.
The lead-instructor in the course was Dr.
Judith Smith, who is an incredibly gifted
teacher and scholar; she had received the
UCLA Distinguished Teaching Award the
preceding year. About halfway through
the semester, Dr. Smith had to attend a
scientific conference, and I took over the
lectures. I was presenting the detailed
anatomy of the upper extremity and hand,
and frequently during that week’s lectures,
I would ask if there were any questions.
All that week, there were no questions. I
thought — they’re really getting this; this is
great. Finally, the last day, a student in the
very back of the large lecture hall raised
her hand and asked “… isn’t Dr. Smith ever
coming back”? It was a highly effective
lesson in humility, and in the more than
four decades that followed, that experience continually reminds me to be humble
and to avidly learn from my many gifted
mentors and colleagues.

Personal Lesson in Humility and
Learning from Colleagues

Undoubtedly, this year has been and continues to be stressful and challenging, but
I firmly believe NAK will thrive as we move
forward. The exceptional legacy, blend
of multidisciplinary strengths, common
mission, and resilient Fellows portend
positive growth potential for NAK. I look
forward to learning from and collaborat-

In my first semester as a new assistant professor at UCLA (1974), I was co-teaching
a human neuromuscular anatomy course
to hundreds of undergraduates. I had
just arrived with my new PhD from the
University of Wisconsin, and I felt very
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

In Closing

ing with each of you in the coming year.
Thank you, again, for the honor of serving you. I welcome your thoughts and
ideas for addressing the challenges and
opportunities presented to the Academy.
Feel free to share your thoughts with me
at zernicke@umich.edu.
References
1. https://nationalacademyofkinesiology.org/SubPages/
Pages/Member%20List
2. Cardinal, B. J. (2013). Service vs. serve-us: What will
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3. Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford University
Press, United Kingdom.
4. https://nationalacademyofkinesiology.org/SubPages/
Pages/Committees
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NAK Congratulates the 2020 Class of New Fellows
The National Academy of Kinesiology congratulates
the New Fellows Class of 2020 on their induction
into the organization. Due to the COVID-19 global
pandemic, the face-to-face annual meeting did not
take place, and New Fellows were inducted during a
virtual meeting of Academy members on September
25, 2020. At that time, sponsors read a statement
describing each New Fellow’s backgrounds and
accomplishments. Please click on this link to meet
the Class of 2020 and to learn more about each New
Fellow. The induction was followed by the New Fellows’ response provided by Jackie Goodway (FNAK
#591) and Karin Pfeiffer (FNAK #597). Please use
this link to read the New Fellows’ response.
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Responding to Challenging and Changing Times: Walls or
Windmills?
By Melinda Solmon (FNAK #472) NAK President-Elect

A

s we forge ahead
in these unprecedented and uncertain
times this is a critical
juncture that could
have long lasting
effects on the future
of the National Academy of Kinesiology, as
Melinda Solmon
well as for many other
scholarly societies
and professional organizations. We have
been fortunate to have strong leadership
that has provided a steady, guiding hand
not only during the pandemic, but also as
the Academy has faced issues related to
financial sustainability. I am deeply honored
and humbled to have the opportunity to
serve as the President-Elect of the National
Academy of Kinesiology. Although there
are challenges to be faced and issues
to be negotiated, I begin this period of
service with a high level of optimism and
enthusiasm that the Academy will meet
the challenges we face and continue to
grow and strengthen.
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

My induction into the academy in 2006
was a defining moment in my professional
career. I have spent most of my career at
Louisiana State University in what is now
the School of Kinesiology, although the
name of this academic unit has changed
several times over the years. LSU has a
rich tradition in the field of Kinesiology that
spans more than a century and includes a
legacy of scholars who have been committed to the Academy. Joy Kistler, a larger
than life character who influenced countless
professionals, served as the department
head from 1941-1968, and he was the first
individual from LSU to be inducted in 1953
as FNAK#105. Elizabeth Moore, the first
inducted woman from LSU as FNAK#197,
served as chair of the Women’s Division
and was also legendary in her own right.
Although I did not know either of those
individuals, I am very fortunate to have
enjoyed a close association with a number
of NAK Fellows at LSU. Jerry Thomas
(FNAK #299) was my major professor for
my master’s degree a very long time ago,
but I learned a great deal from him about

research and he has been a constant source
of support. Dick Magill (FNAK #317) has
been a great colleague over the years and
his insight was an invaluable resource during his time at LSU.
This marks my 27th year on the faculty at
LSU, and during that span, the department
head has always been an Active NAK Fellow. I have been in that role for the past 10
years, and my success, or maybe survival,
has been due in large part to the collective positive influence of the NAK Fellows
under whom I had the privilege to serve.
B. Don Franks (FNAK #315) hired me as
an assistant professor in the early 1990s.
He had a strong commitment to diversity
that encouraged me to reflect on those
issues. He also demonstrated a unique
ability to admit mistakes, to handle conflict in a positive way, and to never hold a
grudge. Gil Reeve (FNAK# 358) preceded
me as the department head. His focus on
developing a strategic plan and clarifying
policies and procedures was a great learning experience for me. Amelia Lee (FNAK
#333) was the department head at LSU for
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much of my time on the faculty. She has
been my mentor and dear friend for more
than three decades. She led by example
and under her leadership the Department
of Kinesiology thrived. She made strategic
hires, was highly effective in dealing with
the upper administration to gain resources
and support for our growing program, and
had a profound influence on virtually every
doctoral candidate who studied at LSU
during her career there. When I became
the department head, as professor emerita,
she was always available for counsel, and
I owe her a huge debt of gratitude for her
constant guidance and support.
Beyond my association with NAK Fellows at LSU, the opportunity to be a part of
the NAK community of scholars has been
incredibly inspiring. Attending the annual
meetings, serving on committees, and
completing a term as member-at-large, has
given me the opportunity to interact with
outstanding professionals who motivate me
to strive for excellence, and I am grateful
for this opportunity to serve NAK.
Perhaps the most important duty of the
President-Elect is chairing the Standing
Committee on Nominations and Election
of Officers for the upcoming year. Debra
Bemben (FNAK #590, University of Oklahoma), Ang Chen (FNAK #496, University
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

of North Carolina, Greensboro), Deborah
Riebe (FNAK #580, University of Rhode
Island), and Tom Templin, (FNAK #473,
University of Michigan) will serve with me on
this committee. This year we are soliciting
nominations for three offices: PresidentElect, Member-at-Large, and International
Member-at-Large. I hope that you will give
careful consideration to nominating individuals who are well-positioned to provide
leadership and service to the academy, and
also that you will be open to the possibility
of assuming a leadership role. Nominations are due February 1, 2021 and can
be submitted to me or any member of the
committee.
This year has been tumultuous in countless ways and at times it is easy to wonder
if we will ever return to what we considered
normal prior to the pandemic. It seems that
everything about our lives has changed,
and change is often something that we
resist rather than embrace. There are many
thought-provoking quotes about change to
consider as we work to further the goals of
the academy. Benjamin Franklin observed
“Change is the only constant in life. One’s
ability to adapt to those changes will determine your success in life.” We have been
called upon to make adaptations in the
ways in which we go about the business

of the Academy, and an important priority
for me as I join the executive committee
is to make a contribution to the efforts to
implement strategies that will engender
success. According to Alphonse Karr, “the
more things change the more they are
the same.” At this point it does not seem
that things will ever be the same, but as
we adapt to our situation, it is important to
draw from our history and traditions and
build on those strengths. Perhaps as we
contemplate our path forward during the
upcoming year, we can consider the Chinese Proverb “When the winds of change
blow, some people build walls and others
build windmills.” Building walls will not protect us from change and will not serve the
organization. Building windmills can enable
us to use the winds of change to build on
our strengths and adapt to the changes
we face in the optimal way.
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Update on the Long-Term Financial Stability of the Academy
By David H. Perrin (FNAK #401) NAK Past-President

A

t my first meeting as PresidentElect in the fall of
2018, the Executive
Committee received
a sobering report
on the long-term
financial viability
of the Academy.
David Perrin
In response to that
report, then President Brad Cardinal created, and asked me to lead, the Presidential
Committee on Financial Stability to explore
strategies for ensuring the short- and longterm financial viability of the Academy.
Continuing on the progress made by this
committee, I set as a priority for my presidency a continued focus on the financial
challenges facing the Academy. Here, I
will report on the progress made over the
past year.
Leverage the Annual Meeting to Generate New Revenues. Under the leadership
of then President-Elect Ron Zernicke, the
NAK@90 Presidential Committee made great
progress in developing strategies to boost
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

annual meeting attendance and create
opportunities for conference sponsorships
and donations. Ron details this progress in
his President’s Column in this newsletter.
I am hopeful many of these innovations
and successes will extend beyond next
year’s annual meeting celebrating our 90th
year of existence, solidifying the role of the
annual conference in generating revenue
for the Academy.
Increase Annual Dues. The financial
strategy created by the Executive Committee closes 40% of the projected gap
between annual income and expenses
with a three-year increase in dues to $200
in 2021, $250 in 2022, and $300 in 2023.
This plan also sets dues for International
Fellows at $50 in 2021, $100 in 2022, and
$150 in 2023. The Executive Committee decided to seek approval for the first
year increases at the September virtual
business meeting, and then to assess
the success of the multifaceted financial
strategy before proposing any additional
increases. Motions for the 2021 increases
were approved at the business meeting.

Increase the Cap on Active Fellows.
The current cap of 165 Active Fellows is
unsustainable in generating the annual
member dues and annual meeting registrations needed for the long-term financial
viability of the Academy. Perhaps more
importantly, with the growth of kinesiology and its subdisciplines over the past
several decades, the number of qualified
Fellow nominations is exceeding available
openings (e.g., this past year double the
number of nominations were received than
were recommended for election). At the
virtual business meeting, the Executive
Committee proposed a motion to increase
the cap by 50 to a new cap of 215 Active
Fellows (to occur over several years). After
considerable discussion, an amendment
was proposed and approved to increase
the cap by 35 to a new cap of 200 Active
Fellows.
Launch the National Academy of Kinesiology Legacy Society. Philanthropic
support could play an important role in
helping to ensure the long-term viability of
the Academy. This support could be in the
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form of current or planned gifts. To create
a mechanism for planned gifts, the Executive Committee has created the National
Academy of Kinesiology Legacy Society.
The Legacy Society honors the five original
members of the Academy and provides a
mechanism for Academy members and
friends to designate the Academy in their
estate plans. A link to information about
The Legacy Society can be found here.
Identify an Institution or Institutions to
House the Academy. Discussions with
two universities to potentially host the
Academy have progressed, and I am
hopeful one will be able to commit to this
fiscally transformative action in the coming months. This would also replace the
need for the Academy to seek 501(c)3
tax exempt status as the host university
could provide fiscal sponsorship under its
501(c)3 status, enabling the Academy to
receive grants and tax-deductible donations using the tax exempt-status of the
university.
Doctoral Program Review 2020
At the September virtual Annual Business
Meeting, John Challis, chair of the Doctoral
Program Review Committee, presented
the results of the 2020 review. The review
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1
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provided a data-driven, national representation of the 43 doctoral programs
that participated in the review. John also
presented for discussion several possible
modifications to the next review process.
The results of the review and guidance
regarding its interpretation can be found
in this newsletter. I am grateful to John
and his committee for another exceptional effort.
Hetherington Award and New Fellows
On the second day of the virtual abbreviated annual meeting, Professor Beverly
Ulrich (FNAK #375) was recognized as
the recipient of the 2020 Clark W. Hetherington Award, the highest distinction
recognized by the National Academy of
Kinesiology. Professor Ulrich has elected
to formally receive the award and to present her address at the 2021 annual meeting. I am grateful to Thelma Horn and
the members of the Hetherington Award
Committee for this exceptional nomination.
We are also seeking nominations for the
2021 recipient of the Hetherington Award.
Also on the second day, 13 individuals
were inducted as new Fellows (Active and
International): Shawn Arent (University of
South Carolina), Debra A. Bemben (University of Oklahoma), Douglas G. Booth
(Thompson Rivers University – International), Jacqueline Goodway (The Ohio
State University), Chris J. Hass (Iowa State

University), Jay Hertel (University of Virginia),
Jeff Horowitz (University of Michigan), Jill
Kanaley (University of Missouri), Yu Lui
(Shanghai University of Sport – International), Ann MacPhail (University of Limerick – International), Karen Allor Pfeiffer
(Michigan State University), Kathryn H.
Schmitz (Pennsylvania State University),
and Linda Pescatello (University of Connecticut). These new Fellows will also be
recognized at the 2021 annual meeting,
where they will receive their plaques and
medallions. A special thanks to Ed Acevedo
and the Standing Committee on Membership for presenting another stellar slate of
nominees for review by the Active Fellows.
Additional Recognitions
The role of president requires the support
of a great team of colleagues. I would like
to acknowledge and thank the great work
of the Executive Committee, Past-President
Brad Cardinal, President-Elect Ron Zernicke, Secretary-Treasurer Al Smith, Senior
Member-at-Large Mindy Millard-Stafford,
Junior Member-at-Large Jenny Etnier, and
International Member-at-Large Patricia
Vertinsky. A special thanks to our outgoing officers, Brad Cardinal, Al Smith, and
Mindy Millard-Stafford.
I’d also like to offer a special thanks to
our loyal and dedicated business manager,
Kim Scott. I can’t imagine having done this
job without her expertise, support, and wise
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counsel on so many occasions. Thank you
Kim, for all you do to support the Academy.

Nomination of New Fellows
Nominations for New Fellows are due by February 1, 2021. Please complete
the nomination form according to the instructions on the form and send to Jeff
Woods at woods1@illinois.edu.

Reflections and Thanks

Nomination of Officers

To say this has been an unusual and
extraordinary year to serve as president
would be an understatement. We have
all learned new ways of communicating,
working, and supporting our colleagues
and loved ones. In spite of the challenges
of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have made
progress in a number of areas, including
ensuring the long-term financial viability
of the Academy.
The Academy requires people to step
up and serve in order to function. You are
all Fellows in the Academy because you
are incredibly accomplished scholars and
very busy people. Any one of us could
make a valid case that we are simply too
busy to serve the Academy. Yet, this past
year many of you led or served on committees and served as elected officers of
the Academy. I am immensely grateful to
each and every one of you for your service.
Let me conclude by saying it has been
an honor and privilege to serve as your
President. Thank you for the opportunity.

Nominations for Officer positions (President-Elect, Member-at-Large, and International Member-at-Large) should be submitted to Melinda Solmon msolmo1@
lsu.edu by February 1, 2021. You may nominate others or yourself.

Past-President’s Column
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Criteria for Officers:
President-Elect: Active Fellow, 4 years membership in the Academy
(Fellow number 565 or lower, elected in the year 2016 or earlier).
Member-at-Large: Active Fellow, 1 year membership in the Academy
(Fellow number 588 or lower, elected in the year 2019 or earlier).
International Member-at-Large: International Fellow, 1 year membership in the
Academy (elected in the year 2019 or earlier).
Other Eligibility Rules 1. Any Fellow currently holding office is eligible for nomination for the same or another office only during his/her final year in office. 2. Two
Fellows from the same institution may not be placed on the ballot for the same
office. 3. Nominations may be made by all Fellows, but only Active Fellows are
eligible for President-Elect, Secretary-Treasurer, and Member-at-Large. International fellows are eligible for the International Member-at-Large position.
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Memo to International Fellows
By Patricia Vertinsky, International Fellow International Representative to NAK Executive Committee (2019-2021)

I

have served for the last year as a representative of the International Fellows on
the Executive Committee. This is a 2-year
commitment with the purpose of including the voices of International Fellows in
discussions at the Executive Committee
meetings regarding their participation in
the Academy’s proceedings and initiatives.
My responsibilities include:
• Attending all meetings of the Executive
Committee and offering advice or suggestions where appropriate.
• Soliciting input from International Fellows on matters of interest to them in
relation to the affairs of the Academy.
• Inspiring International Fellows’ continuing interest in the Academy as
paid members. You will notice that the
Academy recently voted to require all
International Fellows to pay US$50 a
year as a necessary step to contribute
to our ability sustain the function and
mission of the Academy.

NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

• Encouraging your active participation among other Fellows and at the
Annual Conference. Given our growing familiarity with on-line conferences
or on-line aspects of regular conferences, this might provide a new and
stimulating opportunity for International
Fellows to share their research and
ideas both at the NAK Annual Conference and perhaps at other on-line
meetings designed to share new ideas
and opportunities.
• Promoting International Fellow nominations. Many of you have been helpful
in supporting worthy nominations for
new members. International Fellows
are encouraged to continue to provide
support in nominating new Fellows.
To keep in touch with you all, it would be
helpful for International Fellows to update
their emails when they move locations or
retire by sending along their new email
address to Kim Scott (NAK Business Man-

ager; kims@nationalacademyofkinesiology.org). As well, please feel free to send
any issues you would like me to address
with the NAK President and Executive
Committee during the coming year. The
International Fellows add an important
international perspective to the Academy
deliberations and its world-wide reputation, and I am happy to share your views
with the Executive Committee. My email
is patricia.vertinsky@ubc.ca.
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The 2020 Review and Evaluation of Doctoral Programs in Kinesiology
By John H. Challis (FNAK #492), Penn State University

T

he National Academy of Kinesiology (NAK) has conducted four reviews
of US doctoral programs in kinesiology
(2005, 2010, 2015,
and 2020). The results
from the latest evaluJohn Challis
ation are available on
the NAK website. A full report will be published in Kinesiology Review. This round of
the review was based on the same indices
used in the previous reviews. It used data
submitted by programs for the calendar
years 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019.
The NAK Doctoral Program Evaluation
Committee (DPEC) identified a total of 74
kinesiology doctoral programs in the US.
All of these programs were invited to participate in the review, of which 43 (58%)
submitted the required data. These programs ranged from having 5 to 31 faculty
members (15.0 ± 5.8). The mean number
of students has shown a steady increase
over the last decade, with programs having
a mean of 12.1 doctoral students in 2010
and 19.5 in 2019.
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

Data were collected on program faculty
and program students. The faculty data
related to three areas: productivity, funding,
and visibility. The student data related to
five areas: admissions, support, publications, employment, and demographics. For
those data used to rank programs, each
assessment index was first transformed
into z-scores, and then the z-scores converted to T-scores. The assessment criteria
had different weighting factors, and after
weighting the T-scores were summed to
obtain a total T-score. The programs were
then ranked in two ways: one based on the
total T-score from the data not normalized
(unadjusted), and the other with total T-score
from the data normalized with respect to
the number of faculty members in each
program (adjusted).
So, how should these data be used
by the programs? There is an associated
T-score for each of the indices used to arrive
at program rank. These T-scores were calculated to have a mean of 50 and standard
deviation of 10. Therefore, for any program
these indices provide an indication of the
relative strength of the components used
to determine overall rank. For example, if a

program is above average for the number
of faculty publications, but below average
for number of conference presentations then
perhaps one should advocate for more funds
for conference attendance. There are also
useful data in the review which were not
used in the ranking process. For example,
the review provides the racial distribution
of our student population; these data have
multifarious applications.
The review does rank the programs
and does so in two ways (adjusted rank
and unadjusted rank). This means that
two programs can proudly claim to be the
number one program, but there must be
a rationale for having two ranks beyond
making two programs happy. In the first
NAK review in 2005, the programs were
ranked using only unadjusted data, which
is a procedure which works well for large
programs as their totals (e.g., number of
publications, grant funds) are likely to be
greater than for a small program. Consider that in the 2020 round of the review
the smallest program had less than one
sixth of the number of faculty in the largest program. In the 2010 review, the two
ranks were introduced, with the new one
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adjusting data for program faculty size. This
means that small programs were now on
an “even playing field” compared with their
larger colleagues. Of course, the critique
here is that the small programs only need
a few “heavy hitters” to be successful, but
do not have sufficient faculty to adequately
provide doctoral education across the spectrum of areas which comprise kinesiology.
Thus, we have two ranks, which as well as
giving us two “winners” also gives us two
ways to look at the collected data, from the
NAK perspective the latter point is more
important.
The quality of a doctoral program is
determined by many factors, and to some
extent these factors are student and research
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domain specific – the intention of the NAK
review is to capture at least some of these
factors. The 2020 review provides a temporal snapshot of doctoral kinesiology
programs in the US, in combination with the
previous reviews a historical perspective
can be gained. An NAK aim for the review
is to also be useful for administrators for
benchmarking, which optimistically will lead
to programs obtaining new or additional
resources.
As the outgoing chair of the DPEC, I
would like to acknowledge the friendly
support of many colleagues in the process
of completing the 2020 NAK review. The
DPEC (2015-2020) members: David Bassett
(FNAK #495), Kim Graber (FNAK #526),

Diane Gill (FNAK #331), Jane Kent (FNAK
#477), Duane Knudson (FNAK #588), Jeff
McCubbin (FNAK #400), Karl Newell (FNAK
#319), Cesar Torres (FNAK #531), Patricia
Vertinsky (International Fellow), Howard
Zelaznik (FNAK #337). The Presidents of
the NAK over the period of the review: Karl
Newell (FNAK #319), Debra Rose (FNAK
#447), Bradley Hatfield (FNAK #452), Bradley
J. Cardinal (FNAK #475), and Dave Perrin
(FNAK #401). The analysis team: Matthew
Mahar (FNAK #521), and Nicholas D. Myers
from Michigan State University. Last, but
by no means least, Kim Scott for all of her
work in the background.
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Kinesiology Review Update
By David Wiggins (FNAK #483), Editor-in-Chief, Kinesiology Review

I

am pleased to report
that over the last
year and a half an
increased number
of unsolicited manuscripts have been
submitted to the
Kinesiology Review.
For instance, in 2019
David Wiggins
a total of 26 manuscripts were submitted, which is notable
when considering that there were just 15
submissions in 2015, 13 submissions in
2016, 19 submissions in 2017, and 13
submissions in 2018. Just as encouraging
is the fact that the quality of submissions
has vastly improved, as evidenced by
a higher acceptance rate than in year’s
past. The reason for the increase in both
the quantity and quality of submissions
is open to speculation, but irrespective
of the reasons it is an encouraging trend
that hopefully will continue in the foreseeable future.
With all that said, we continue to publish
special issues and encourage members
to propose topics for additional special
issues. The most recent special issue,
NAK Fall 2020 Volume 42, No.1

published in the August, 2020 volume, was
guest-edited by David Anderson from San
Francisco State University and included
eight essays that dealt with complementary and alternative approaches to movement education. Titled “Re-Education,” the
essays were all very insightful and I trust
of interest to all kinesiologists regardless
of their particular sub-disciplinary area of
study. The next special issue, scheduled
for publication in the May, 2021 volume,
will be guest-edited by Cesar Torres of
State University New York at Brockport
and includes upwards of fourteen essays
by prominent kinesiologists who reflect on
their lives and academic careers and the
future of the profession. The August, 2021
volume is also scheduled to be a special
issue and is designed to celebrate the 40th
Anniversary of the publication of George
Brooks’ edited book, Perspectives on the
Academic Discipline of Physical Education: A
Tribute to G. Lawrence Rarick. Guest-edited
by David Anderson of San Francisco State
University and Richard van Emmerik of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
the issue will include essays by well known
academicians in the field who assess the

current status of kinesiology as well as its
various sub-disciplines.
In sum, the journal is making progress
and living up to its mission, in my view, as
a scholarly outlet that publishes thoughtful,
integrative, and analytical essays concerning
the broad field of kinesiology. This success,
it is important to note, would not have been
possible without the editorial board of the
journal, the many people who agreed to
serve as external reviewers of manuscripts,
and the editorial staff at Human Kinetics. My
tasks are made easier by their support and
encouragement. I am indebted to them all.
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NAK Member News
Sue Bloomfield (FNAK #566) retired
from her tenured position as Professor
of Kinesiology and as Associate Dean
for Research in the College of Education
and Human Development at Texas A&M
University in May, 2020. She is retaining
a Research Professor appointment to
continue with several externally funded
endeavors, including a project to build a
Sue Bloomfield
medical data repository for international
retired astronauts. Sue has moved her office and home to
Ft. Collins, CO as of June, 2020, and can be reached via
sbloom@tamu.edu.

Damon Andrew
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Damon Andrew (FNAK #546), Dean
and Professor of the College of Education at Florida State University, delivered
the keynote address at the 2020 Korean
American Association for Sport Management Conference. The presentation was
entitled, “Challenges and Opportunities
for Higher Education and Sport Management during the COVID-19 Pandemic.”
For more information, visit: https://www.
kaasm.org/2020virtual

John W. Loy, Jr. (FNAK # 326) shares his greetings with the many Academy Fellows who he
has known and with whom he has worked over
the years. In keeping track of associations
with NAK Fellows (available upon request),
John notes 11 graduate professors, 9 doctoral
candidates, 40 faculty colleagues, 7 former
graduate students, and 19 co-authors (with
some overlap).
John Loy Jr
Dr. Loy’s interactions with NAK Fellows span
from FNAK #29 (Arthur H. Steinhaus inducted in 1930) to international fellow Douglas Booth (inducted in 2020) giving him a broad
perspective on the accomplishments of NAK Fellows over nearly a
century (NAK@90!). John has recently relocated from Kingston, RI
to Boca Raton, FL. He can be reached by phone (561) 451-7448 or
email <johnloy17@hotmail.com> and welcomes correspondence.
Weimo Zhu (FNAK #450) Professor in the
Department of Kinesiology and Community
Health at the University of Illinois is an internationally recognized scholar on measurement and evaluation theory and practice in
the field of kinesiology. Dr. Zhu received the
2020 “M&E Lifetime Achievement Award”, the
highest award in the area of measurement
and evaluation in kinesiology, from SHAPE
Weimo Zhu
America – The Society of Health and Physical
Educators. For more information, visit https://www.shapeamerica.
org/recognition/awards/2020/shape-america-award-winners.aspx
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NAK Memorializes the Passing of Six Fellows this Year
In the past year, the NAK community has lost six of its highly valued fellows:
Barbara Lee Drinkwater (FNAK #268)
Harold B. Falls, Jr. (FNAK #284)
Allen W. Jackson (FNAK #428)
Michael Maksud (FNAK #318)
Henry Montoye (FNAK #148)
Alan Stull (FNAK #257)
All made significant contributions in moving the fields of kinesiology forward.
The entire NAK community extends our collective condolences to the families and colleagues of these
prominent scholars and professionals. They will not be forgotten.
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